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Abstract: With the evaluation of a next-generation human–machine interface (HMI) concept for
excavators, this study aims to discuss the HMI quality measurement based on usability and user
experience (UUX) metrics. Regarding the digital transformation of construction sites, future work
environments will have to be capable of presenting various complex visual data and enabling
efficient and safe interactivity while working. The evaluated HMI focused on introducing a touch
display-based interface, providing advanced operation functions and different interaction modalities.
The assessment of UUX should show whether the novel HMI can be utilised to perform typical tasks
(usability) and how it is accepted and assessed in terms of non-instrumental qualities (user experience,
UX). Using the collected data, this article also aims to contribute to the general discussion about the role
of UX beyond usability in industrial applications and deepen the understanding of non-instrumental
qualities when it comes to user-oriented process and machine design. The exploratory study
examines insights into the application of elaborated UUX measuring tools like the User Experience
Questionnaire (UEQ) on the interaction with industrial goods accompanied by their rating with
other tools, namely System Usability Scale (SUS), Intuitive Interaction Questionnaire (INTUI) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Task Load Index (NASA-TLX). Four goals
are pursued in this study. The first goal is to compare in-depth two different ways of interaction
with the novel HMI—namely one by a control pad on the right joystick and one by touch. Therefore,
a sample of 17 subjects in total was split into two groups and differences in UUX measures were tested.
Secondly, the performances of both groups were tested over the course of trials to investigate possible
differences in detail. The third goal is to interpret measures of usability and user experience against
existing benchmark values. Fourth and finally, we use the data gathered to analyse correlations
between measures of UUX. The results of our study show that the different ways of interaction did
not impact any of the measures taken. In terms of detailed performance analysis, both groups yielded
differences in terms of time per action, but not between the groups. The comparison of UUX measures
with benchmark values yielded mixed results. The UUX measures show some relevant significant
correlations. The participants mostly reported enjoying the use of the HMI concept, but several
practical issues (e.g., efficiency) still need to be overcome. Once again, the study confirms the urge
of user inclusion in product development. Especially in the course of digitalisation, as big scale
advancements of systems and user interfaces bring uncertainty for many manufacturers regarding
whether or how a feature should be integrated.
Keywords: user experience; usability; industrial applications; man-machine interfaces; adaptive
interaction; intuitivity
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1. Introduction
1.1. Challenges on the Digital Construction Site
Established concepts of machine operation are challenged by the increasing digital penetration
of modern systems which is accompanied by increased complexity of production processes and the
connection of several machines and information systems. New assistive technologies will be available
for the operators of modern construction machinery, aiming for a continuous increase in production
efficiency and operation safety. This will change the way machines are operated [1]. Among others,
Gorecky and colleagues describe the impact on future human–machine interaction in digitalised
and automated applications by a rising range of functionalities and information which will result in
increased human–machine interface (HMI) complexity. New adaptive and assistive functions of HMIs
will be introduced in order to enable the operators to manage this information and to reduce operating
complexity [2].
Excavators are considered among the most complex and sophisticated machines on the construction
sites, and therefore can potentially benefit highly from information technologies [3]. Their conventional
operation is primarily based on the use of joysticks and other physical control elements like levers and
switches. These require a high degree of coordination and spatial imagination, making it also one of
the most psychologically demanding machine operations on a construction site [4]. The operation of a
conventional excavator, therefore, is not very intuitive and the operators need years to master it [4,5].
However, current HMIs in excavators also lack possibilities for the proper implementation of new
digital functionalities, as they overlook interactive elements, capable of presenting various complex
visual data and efficient and safe interactivity while working.
1.2. Chances and Challenges of Novel Concepts of Machine Operation
There is high potential in using display-based interfaces, although these often come at the cost of
usability and the need for relearning certain aspects of machine operation [6–8]. Other production
branches like agriculture or logistics that went further in terms of digital transformation already
use display-based interfaces on a large scale. These offer visual and interactive access to complex
information and allow adaptive content.
Current display-based interfaces are often accompanied by layout and interaction optimisations
for touch control, aiming for natural and gesture-based interaction. While this direct manipulation
of objects eases the interaction, there are critical aspects of machine operation. For example, most of
the current displays are missing adequate haptic feedback and the interaction reliability becomes
weak when vibrations occur. Physical operating elements, such as levers or joysticks in excavators,
are optimised to enable precise and blind operation, even in harsh conditions. Eventually, operation
safety as well as a smooth and predictable operation are key factors in this field, which makes
high system usability a central quality aspect. Statements of operators revealed, that interventions,
which potentially endanger these objectives, tend to be rejected. This is also because the novel,
more complex features, such as virtual walls (a kind of workspace limitation) or quick coupler functions
are currently implemented in rather complicated ways.
Introducing a display-based interface to the operators will also mean a major change due to new
content and the unavoidable break with familiar operating procedures and interfaces. Unknown
interaction schemes as well as poorly transitioned operating workflows can lead to interaction errors.
In particular, catching errors or mode errors can occur when a new device offers complex interaction
and fails in addressing existing interaction paradigms or experiences in the right way [9].
Also, uncertainty due to too many new or unknown operation functions can lead to unintended
interactions. We argue that all issues mentioned above will impact on the efficiency and effectiveness
of the system as well as user satisfaction and therefore consider usability as a key performance and
quality indicator.
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Introducing the mentioned intelligent functionalities might also lead to socio-technical questions
such as those relating to the psychological need for autonomy and decision-making powers [2],
since it harbours the risk of non-transparency and loss of deeper process understanding. The shift of
work profiles from direct machine control to activities that are increasingly characterised by assisted
manoeuvring and process monitoring requires relearning and adaption on the machine operators’ side.
Therefore, we are also interested in whether the user experience is addressed positively or not.
1.3. Subject of Research
In this context, a display-based HMI concept for excavators has been developed, to investigate
the potential of adaptive graphical interfaces in the joystick-centred working space of an excavator.
It provides access to several advanced assistive features and redundantly combines touch interaction
and physical operation elements to increase operation safety during operation. This development
marks a first step in advancing conventional operation environments in these vehicles. To evaluate the
potential of the system in an early stage of development, it was set up as an interactive prototype and
tested regarding its usability and user experience (UUX).
2. Related Work
There is research around the topic of operation quality in excavators, which still seems to be
rather scattered. Chacko et al. provide a recent overview of technological trends for excavators.
Referring to Sakaida et al. as well as Werfel et al. they point out the role of automation to ease work
in hazardous environments and its role in the shift of work tasks towards high-level tasks such as
planning and ensuring optimal operating parameters [1,10,11]. They also refer to the role of human
operators and giving insights into the complexity of their tasks. Akyeampong et al. presented a
HMI concept for excavators using different types of head-up displays (HUD) and also measured
the operators’ workload using the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index
(NASA-TLX) [12]. Although there was no comparison with traditional operation environments,
they found differences in workload regarding the HUD configurations. They also stressed the need
for testing new HMI concepts with real operators, in the early stages of development. Sitompul
and Wallmyr reported about the impact of digitalisation on heavy machinery and its operation as
a reasoning for the introduction of augmented reality visualisations to reduce the stress level of the
operators while increasing environmental awareness [13]. They emphasize that the human–machine
operation will become a designed interaction, meaning that it has to regard the users’ needs and
capabilities instead of resulting from the technological principles of the machines. Their work also
focused on negative effects regarding divided attention, information overload, and operator’s stress
and their implied negative effects on usability.
2.1. Usability and User Experience (UUX)
Usability is a widely accepted quality of interactive systems and is examined for example in DIN
EN ISO 9241–11 1998 [14], a standard developed under the direction of the German Committee of
Standards considering usability in the context of Ergonomic requirements for office activities with
display screen. It considers efficiency, effectivity and user satisfaction [15] and its central role for work
applications has been underpinned by many studies [16,17].
User experience design (UXD) as a holistic approach to create valuable products aims
at complementing instrumental qualities (directly task-related, covered by usability) with
non-instrumental qualities of human–technology interaction [5,18]. While traditional approaches to
human-centred design consider the what and how, i.e., function, safety and ergonomics, UXD also
considers the why, pleasure and joy or personal significance [19–21]. It is state of the art in software
development and is also gaining momentum in consumer product development. Accordingly,
approaches, theories and methods of UXD focus on software interfaces and/or consumer products and
services, while a transfer to the development of industrial goods, industrial vehicles or cyber-physical
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production systems is a more recent phenomenon. Corresponding research is just in its beginning,
delivering initial findings on how user experience is special with industrial goods [22], in work
contexts [23] or other multi-stakeholder domains. There are some efforts to integrate established
UXD approaches and models for cyber-physical systems in professional domains [24]. In contrast
to consumer markets, the task plays a different role and various stakeholders need to be considered.
However, such models of UX in professional domains are either not comprehensive or not yet
underpinned with broad empirical research.
However, user experience is not just a holistic construct, where instrumental and non-instrumental
qualities influence each other [25]. Good (positive) user experience has the potential to increase
motivation, concentration and resilience, and the general quality of work, which in turn can reduce
employee leave and sickness rates [26]. Both are becoming crucial to counter the looming shortage
of skilled workers. It is also fair to assume that the addressed persons experience well-designed
applications in their off-work time, like web services or consumer products, and transfer these
expectations into their work environments, especially when these become more and more digital
and also use display-based graphical interfaces. This can be observed for example when personal
smartphones are used in professional contexts for functionalities that are basically provided by the
professional equipment but usability or user experience are too poor for acceptance or convenience.
2.2. UUX Measurement
Performance measures provide interesting measures of usability. In order to assess usability
and user experience, established instruments were employed. NASA-TLX is a tool to measure the
perceived workload of a task in various human–machine environments [27]. It is divided into mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, user performance and effort as well as frustration.
There are some widely recognized, standardised questionnaires for the evaluation that are in line
with the understanding of UUX described above. Some of these questionnaires cannot be applied to
first-time use or cannot be applied in professional domains. Accordingly, despite their conceptual and
methodical fit, questionnaires such as meCUE [28] or AttrakDiff [29] could not be applied. Among the
established questionnaires, the System Usability Scale (SUS) and the User Experience Questionnaire
(UEQ) have been chosen to evaluate UUX of the novel HMI. The SUS allows not only for measuring
and comparing relevant dimensions of usability, but also provides general benchmarking [30]. It is
a standardised questionnaire to establish the individual’s perceived usability of a user interface.
The final score can range between 0 and 100, with higher scores indicating more usable products.
The Intuitive Interaction Questionnaire (INTUI) is utilised to evaluate the cognitive ergonomics of the
HMI, which is an intersection of instrumental and non-instrumental qualities [31]. It was developed
to detect components of intuitive interaction with a system, namely intuitiveness, effortlessness, gut
feeling, magical experience and verbalisability.
The UEQ has been developed for the evaluation of user experience of interfaces in professional
domains and can be easily transferred to physical and cyber-physical products [32,33]. It is employed
to evaluate the non-instrumental qualities of the HMI. It also allows not only for quantitative
analysis of the evaluation but also for further assessment against benchmarks. Within the UEQ,
user experience is evaluated on six scales, i.e., attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability,
stimulation and novelty. These aspects can be grouped into the three factors: Pragmatic quality
(perspicuity, efficiency, and dependability) referring to task-orientated (i.e., instrumental) quality,
and hedonic quality (stimulation and novelty) and attractiveness, the latter two being considered
essential non-instrumental qualities.
3. Aims of the Study
The overall aim of the study is the evaluation of the HMI quality in general based on UUX metrics.
The assessment of UUX should show whether the HMI based on a novel excavator operation approach
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can be utilised to perform typical tasks (usability) and how it is accepted and assessed in terms of
non-instrumental qualities (user experience).
The following four goals are pursued:
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4.3. Experimental Setup
4.3. Experimental Setup
Subjects were tested in a mock-up virtual environment mimicking the cockpit of an excavator
Subjects were tested in a mock-up virtual environment mimicking the cockpit of an excavator
equipped with the novel HMI. A joystick control unit and a touch display were integrated into the
equipped with the novel HMI. A joystick control unit and a touch display were integrated into the
right arm-rest. The setup provides a fully functional VR test scenario, simulating machine data
right arm-rest. The setup provides a fully functional VR test scenario, simulating machine data and
and providing a visual environment including the visible parts of the excavator itself. The work
providing a visual environment including the visible parts of the excavator itself. The work
environment was presented on a 50” TV set with 4K resolution set to 1920 × 1200 pixels, placed in a
distance of approximately 180 centimetres from the eyes of the subjects (compare Figure 3).
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environment was presented on a 50” TV set with 4K resolution set to 1920 × 1200 pixels, placed in a
distance of approximately 180 centimetres from the eyes of the subjects (compare Figure 3).
The subjects completed a short tutorial, showing them where to find certain functionalities e.g.,
light and climate control, the different operating modes, and how to deal with the widgets. Then they
had to activate certain functions to follow the instructions given within the VR. Finally, their task
in the experiment consisted of repetitions of picking up a tool from different positions within the
virtual environment.
4.4. Procedure
Subjects were tested individually, with only the experimenter being present in the room.
After arrival in the experimental setup, subjects were informed about the aims of the study, gave their
written consent and then filled in a demographic questionnaire, including the Affinity for Technology
interaction questionnaire (ATI). The subject was then seated in the mock-up virtual environment and
went through a training session in order to gain a minimum proficiency in handling the interface.
After successful completion, subjects were instructed for the tool picking task. Eight subjects were
randomly assigned to the control pad group, and the other nine to the touch display group. Every trial
consisted of different subtasks: find the tool (a standard bucket was used) in the environment, rotate
the cabin to point straight at the tool, align the boom close to the tool, and finally to pick it up by
selecting the respective command in the interface. The positions of the tool in the environment were far
left, left, right, centrally behind, far right. This order of tasks was presented twice, resulting in 10 trials.
The order of positions was fixed, and the same for all participants. After completion of the 10 trials,
subjects filled out NASA-TLX (without weighting of the subscales), SUS, UEQ, and INTUI, respectively.
4.5. Data Analysis
All data were analysed using SPSS version 25 with the exception of the benchmark analysis for
the UEQ, which was performed using the Excel tool provided on the UEQ website (ueq-online.org).
Analyses aimed at answering the research questions formulated above by (1) comparing the
two groups in all measures, (2) checking performance for both groups over the course of ten trials,
(3) benchmarking UUX of the tested HMI against the evaluation of other products and (4) correlating
measures of UUX.
Group comparisons were conducted using either Student’s t-tests for independent samples or
a 10 (task number) by 2 (group) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA). Corrections for violations of
preconditions were reported where appropriate. For the correlations, preliminary analysis revealed
outliers in the relationships. Therefore, due to its relative resistance to outliers [36], Spearman’s
rank-order coefficient was used in the calculations.
5. Results
5.1. Group Differences
Data obtained in the experiment comprise three interest clusters: (1) demographic measures,
(2) usability measured objectively in performance (time for task completion, the required number
of actions, time per action), and subjectively by means of load assessment (NASA-TLX) and the
System Usability Scale questionnaire (SUS), and (3) the user experience evaluation it was based on
with UEQ and INTUI, respectively. Table 1 presents the t-test based group comparisons in all three
clusters. None of the tests yielded significant differences between the control pad and the touch
display condition.
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Table 1. Results of comparisons between the control pad and the touch display group. Note: Values in
the 2nd and 3rd column represent mean, with standard deviation in brackets.
Measure

Control Pad

Touch Display

t-Value t (15)

p

(1) Demographics
Age

18.5 (1.07)

18.9 (2.67)

0.385

0.706

ATI

4.6 (0.35)

4.6 (0.31)

0.019

0.985

17.1 s (5.33 s)
2.7 (0.77)
7300 (1414)
71.9 (15.50)
27.8 (13.00)
6.1 (3.06)
6.0 (4.66)
4.3 (2.74)
7.4 (4.59)
5.8 (4.60)
3.7 (3.80)

0.049
1.244
0.219
0.549
0.462
1.30
0.463
0.418
0.416
0.503
0.020

0.962
0.233
0.830
0.591
0.651
0.214
0.650
0.682
0.683
0.622
0.985

5.1 (1.27)
3.1 (1.04)
5.0 (0.48)
5.6 (1.04)
4.6 (1.13)

0.197
0.882
1.819
0.378
0.939

0.847
0.392
0.089
0.714
0.362

1.7 (0.54)

1.4 (0.93)

0.649

0.526

1.4 (0.56)

1.1 (1.00)

0.740

0.471

1.7 (0.43)
1.2 (0.69)
1.3 (0.84)

1.5 (1.02)
0.8 (1.12)
1.1 (0.99)

0.510
1.024
0.510

0.620
0.322
0.618

1.6 (0.48)

1.3 (0.64)

1.104

0.287

1.8 (0.51)
1.5 (0.56)

1.8 (0.72)
0.9 (0.71)

0.204
1.770

0.841
0.097

(2) Usability
Time per task
Actions per task
Time per action
SUS
NASA-TLX
Mental
Physical
Temporal
Performance
Effort
Frustration

17.2 s (4.96 s)
2.4 (0.30)
7122 (1924)
75.3 (8.18)
30.8 (13.30)
8.3 (3.73)
4.9 (5.36)
4.9 (2.59)
8.5 (5.86)
6.8 (3.11)
3.6 (4.93)

(3) User Experience
INTUI
Effortlessness
Gut Feeling
Magical Experience
Verbalisation
Intuitiveness

5.2 (0.55)
2.8 (0.51)
4.5 (0.53)
5.4 (0.35)
5.0 (0.76)
UEQ

Attractiveness
Pragmatic Quality
(mean of Perspicuity, Efficiency,
and Dependability)
Perspicuity
Efficiency
Dependability
Hedonic Quality
(mean of Stimulation and Originality)
Stimulation
Originality

5.2. Performance over Trials
In order to analyse performance over the course of trials, time on task and actions per task were
combined into time per action by dividing the time on task by number of actions. The 10 (number of
trials) by 2 (group) mixed ANOVA yielded a significant main effect for trials, F(9, 135) = 6.175, p = 0.001,
ηp = 0.292, ε = 0.375, but not for group, F(1, 15) < 1, p = 0.830, ηp = 0.003, meaning that the time
participants needed per action differed significantly for the tasks, but not for the groups. The interaction
of both factors is non-significant, too, F(9, 135) = 1.242, p = 0.305, ηp = 0.076. This indicates that the
patterns found in both groups were similar over the course of trials, as illustrated in Figure 4.
For the following analyses, i.e., benchmark comparisons and correlations, the data of both groups
were collapsed in order to gain higher statistical power, although this might result in higher variability
of the data. A critical discussion of this can be found below in the limitations section.
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In their meta-analysis, Grier [37] gathered results from over 200 studies reporting the NASA-TLX
global
workload score
and described the distribution of the score for different task types. Compared to
5.3. Benchmark
Comparisons
the studies examining mechanical tasks (N = 22), the HMI (M = 29.2, SD = 12.8) had a higher reported
To evaluate the overall UUX of the HMI, the scores of the NASA-TLX, SUS and UEQ
workload than 50% of the group.
questionnaires were further compared to existing benchmarks.
The SUS score was assessed using two global benchmarks (each consisting of N > 200 studies),
In their meta-analysis, Grier [37] gathered results from over 200 studies reporting the NASAan absolute grading scale [38] and a curved grading scale assigning grades based on percentile
TLX global workload score and described the distribution of the score for different task types.
ranges [39]. The overall SUS score for the HMI (M = 73.5, SD = 12.34) is equivalent to a C grade on the
Compared to the studies examining mechanical tasks (N = 22), the HMI (M = 29.2, SD = 12.8) had a
absolute grading scale and B- (corresponding percentile range: 65–69) on the curved grading scale,
higher reported workload than 50% of the group.
resulting in an evaluation slightly above average.
The SUS score was assessed using two global benchmarks (each consisting of N > 200 studies),
To gain a more detailed overview of the specific usability aspects, analysis on item level was
an absolute grading scale [38] and a curved grading scale assigning grades based on percentile ranges
performed, based on a study providing regression equations to calculate benchmarks for each item [40].
[39]. The overall SUS score for the HMI (M = 73.5, SD = 12.34) is equivalent to a C grade on the absolute
As it is becoming a common industrial goal to achieve a SUS score of at least 80 (a B grade on absolute,
grading scale and B- (corresponding percentile range: 65–69) on the curved grading scale, resulting
A- on a curved grading scale) (ibid), item benchmarks were computed for this target score. While the
in an evaluation slightly above average.
means of the items 1 (“I think that I would like to use this system frequently”) and 3 (“I thought the
To gain a more detailed overview of the specific usability aspects, analysis on item level was
system was easy to use”) passed the criteria, the other item means scored lower than the benchmarks;
performed, based on a study providing regression equations to calculate benchmarks for each item
especially item 4 (“I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
[40]. As it is becoming a common industrial goal to achieve a SUS score of at least 80 (a B grade on
system”), 6 (“I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system”) and 9 (“I felt very confident
absolute, A- on a curved grading scale) (ibid), item benchmarks were computed for this target score.
using the system”).
While the means of the items 1 (“I think that I would like to use this system frequently”) and 3 (“I
Finally, the UEQ scores were compared to the scores of 246 product evaluations of software and
thought the system was easy to use”) passed the criteria, the other item means scored lower than the
other products such as phone or tablet applications [41] (s. Figure 5). Considering that most of the
benchmarks; especially item 4 (“I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able
benchmark evaluations stem from established products and general UX expectations have increased
to use this system”), 6 (“I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system”) and 9 (“I felt
over time, Schrepp et al. recommend new products to at least reach the “good” category. While the
very confident using the system”).
HMI performed below average in Efficiency and above average in Attractiveness, Perspicuity and
Finally, the UEQ scores were compared to the scores of 246 product evaluations of software and
Dependability, participants evaluated the device good in Novelty and excellent in Stimulation.
other products such as phone or tablet applications [41] (s. Figure 5). Considering that most of the
benchmark evaluations stem from established products and general UX expectations have increased
over time, Schrepp et al. recommend new products to at least reach the “good” category. While the
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Time per task was highly associated with time per action (rs = 0.90), meaning that participants
who required more time for tasks also took longer for each action. Participants who needed more
actions to fulfil the task (i.e., actions per task) reported higher workload (rs = 0.51), as assessed by the
NASA-TLX.
The higher workload was further associated with less experienced attractiveness of the device
(UEQ A; rs = −0.68) and less pragmatic quality (UEQ PQ; rs = −0.57) as well as lower scores of
intuitiveness (INTUI INT; rs = −0.53) and effortlessness (INTUI M; rs = −0.71).
Time per action correlated positively with general usability (rs = 0.49), as assessed by the SUS
questionnaire, and participants rating the device as more usable also reported higher intuitiveness
(rs = 0.62) and pragmatic quality (rs = 0.55).
Finally, several interconnections within and between the user experience measures (UEQ and
INTUI) were revealed. Attractiveness, pragmatic quality (both measured by the UEQ), intuitiveness
and effortlessness (both measured by the INTUI) all showed moderate to strong positive correlations
among each other (UEQ A - UEQ PQ, rs = 0.72; UEQ A - INTUI INT, rs = 0.69; UEQ A—INTUI M, rs
= 0.73; UEQ PQ—INTUI INT, rs = 0.52; UEQ PQ—INTUI M, rs = 0.65; INTUI INT—INTUI M, rs =
0.59).
For the UEQ, the third factor hedonic quality (UEQ HQ) was also positively related to the other
two factors attractiveness (rs = 0.58) and pragmatic quality (rs = 0.77). The detailed results of all
correlations are reported in the appendix.
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significant positive correlations; * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, all N = 17. For the UEQ: A = Attractiveness,
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PQ = Pragmatic Quality, HQ = Hedonic Quality; for the Intuitive Interaction Questionnaire (INTUI):
significant positive correlations; * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤.01, all N = 17. For the UEQ: A = Attractiveness, PQ =
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discussed in detail below.
6.1. Group Differences and Interaction Modalities
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Time per action correlated positively with general usability (rs = 0.49), as assessed by the SUS
questionnaire, and participants rating the device as more usable also reported higher intuitiveness
(rs = 0.62) and pragmatic quality (rs = 0.55).
Finally, several interconnections within and between the user experience measures (UEQ and
INTUI) were revealed. Attractiveness, pragmatic quality (both measured by the UEQ), intuitiveness
and effortlessness (both measured by the INTUI) all showed moderate to strong positive correlations
among each other (UEQ A - UEQ PQ, rs = 0.72; UEQ A - INTUI INT, rs = 0.69; UEQ A—INTUI M,
rs = 0.73; UEQ PQ—INTUI INT, rs = 0.52; UEQ PQ—INTUI M, rs = 0.65; INTUI INT—INTUI M,
rs = 0.59).
For the UEQ, the third factor hedonic quality (UEQ HQ) was also positively related to the other
two factors attractiveness (rs = 0.58) and pragmatic quality (rs = 0.77). The detailed results of all
correlations are reported in the Appendix A.
6. Discussion
The results of our study show that the different ways of interaction—namely by control pad and by
touch—did not impact any of the measures taken. In terms of detailed performance analysis over the
course of trials, both groups yielded differences in terms of time per action, but not between the groups.
The comparison of UUX measures with benchmark values yielded mixed results. UUX measures
showed some relevant significant correlations. The implications of these results will be discussed in
detail below.
6.1. Group Differences and Interaction Modalities
The fact that performance measurement and subjective usability of the control pad group is not
worse than the touch display group suggests that the adjustment of the operating and navigation
processes work for a control pad-based interaction.
That the usability and UX of the touch display group are not worse than the control pad group
suggests that the new input modality “Touch” with the HMI is not a major obstacle for the operators,
who are otherwise only used to inputs with physical controls and joysticks at their workplace.
The few differences in performance measures between the two groups can also be explained by
the fact that the tasks employed here only cover a small and easily comparable part of the operating
tasks. The workflow for changing the tool also has been optimised for a control pad interaction as
it utilises one of the widgets. The widget guides the operator through a simple dialogue of several
confirmations to run the necessary operations. Therefore, showing no differences, the results match our
expectations. However, this also means that they cannot be generalised for the overall use of a control
pad. Certain tasks, like those which demand many entering and exiting navigations at different places
on the interface most likely, will benefit from touch interaction. Nevertheless, the results show that the
control pad optimisation of this certain workflow was successful. Also, we expected the control pad
group to show lower values in time per action than the touch group, as the control pad group does not
have to move the hand from the joystick for the necessary interactions. The measurements do not show
such an effect. We suspect that this advantage was too small to be detected in the setup we choose.
After all, we rate the results positively, in the sense that the developed interface enables operation by
touch as well as by a control pad, without having to accept negative usability and operating experience
for one of them. This makes this HMI a good starting point for a multimodal operating concept in
which the user can freely choose whether they want to operate the system by touch or with the haptic
control pad, depending on the situation.
The tasks employed in this experiment were variations of the same basic set of actions
to be performed: positioning of boom and bucket and initiating the attachment of the tool.
However, our detailed results showed that the performance largely differed between the single
tasks, most probably due to different distances between the pick-up positions. We could not show a
learning curve in the form of a downward slope of time per action over time. More trials would most
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likely be necessary to detect systematic learning. Under normal work conditions, it is quite unrealistic
to do the same task again and again. Instead, purposeful work situations usually consist of sequences
of subtasks building on the results of the previous ones.
Benchmark comparisons were available for the NASA-TLX, SUS and UEQ, respectively.
Concerning NASA-TLX, the result was slightly negative with a global workload being higher than
50% of the benchmark studies analysing mechanical tasks. This has to be taken as an indication of a
need to further improve this HMI concept. However, three aspects have to be considered in order to
correctly interpret this benchmark. First, it has to be noted that the NASA-TLX global workload score
employed here is a raw sum score without subjective weights by the participants (also referred to as
Raw TLX; [42]), which might be a fundamental difference to the studies forming the comparison group.
Second, the tasks employed were repetitions of the same basic set of subtasks, without any inherent
goal state or target, which might deviate from settings in real work scenarios. Third, since the operation
of an excavator is more complex than most of the tasks described for the benchmark group, it is no
surprise that the evaluated HMI scored comparably high. The benchmark of the SUS questionnaire
raises claims for improvements of the interface, too. Grades C and B-, respectively, are certainly not
the goal line for setting up a new HMI interface. The item specific analysis is of special importance
towards possible improvements of the novel HMI interface. Items 1 (frequent use) and 3 (ease of use)
are directly linked to the inherent features of the interface. However, weaknesses of the other items
(need for technical support, inconsistencies, low confidence) may be explained by the complexity of
the system and could, therefore, be overcome by sophisticated training, including an overview of the
system’s functionalities, and exercises dedicated to reach proficiency in all available areas of interaction.
A missing internal benchmark is a comparison to task completion using a conventional interface.
However, such comparison data can only be gained in further studies, as it could not be implemented
in the current study.
The benchmarks of UEQ revealed satisfying results for novelty, and especially for stimulation.
Need for improvement is indicated for attractiveness, perspicuity and dependability (all above average),
but especially for efficiency (below average). But again, these results must be interpreted considering
the higher complexity of the interface, little previous experience in dealing with such interfaces and the
large differences compared to conventional operation. Therefore, we rate the results as positive and
the implementation of the interface as a good starting point for the integration of display interfaces in
the excavator control system.
We interpret the inferior values for efficiency, dependability and novelty as follows:
•

•

•

Efficiency—the new complex functions (intelligent tools, automated sub-functions) and their more
extensive operation contrast with the usual direct and clear operation of conventional excavators.
We expect better values for the perceived efficiency when operators build up some knowledge
about the systems architecture. But clearly, there is open potential in reducing the perceived
complexity of the system.
Dependability—the evaluated prototype had a noticeable latency which may play a role here.
Scepticism about digital systems and interfaces that seems quite complex at first sight may
strengthen the doubt in dependability. This effect will shrink through long-term learning and the
growing experience with the systems.
Novelty—the display interface is used to associate comparable solutions from the consumer
sector (tablets, smartphones, navigation systems in private health insurance) which, on the one
hand, generally have a higher level of development and, on the other hand, need to map less
complex tasks.

Generally, switching to display-based operating environments and using assistive functions in
the excavator requires adaption and learning. This HMI concept provides a starting point that at least
shows no unnecessarily bad results which provide the basis for successive further development and a
baseline for further investigations.
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Taken together, the benchmarks for the UUX measure present a highly valuable tool for further
improving early versions of interfaces. Further studies will have to integrate these detailed analyses
with user feedback directly extracted from interviews, observations, etc.
The role of user experience in work domains is still to be investigated, as the traditional aspects of
usability, namely effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, seem to exhaustively reflect the requirements
for good design. With the correlations between UUX measures, the study provides some insights into
more general aspects of basic research. First of all, the positive correlation between NASA-TLX and
number of actions per trial supports the idea that higher work demand is related to higher scores
in the NASA-TLX. Moreover, NASA-TLX is negatively correlated with UEQ-Pragmatic-Quality and
UEQ-Attractiveness, showing that again demands are reflected in pragmatic aspects, but also in
aspects of appearance. The same is true for the negative correlations between the NASA-TLX and
INTUI-Intuitiveness, and especially the NASA-TLX and INTUI-effortlessness. Not only work demands,
as reflected in NASA-TLX but also the dedicated measure of usability, SUS, showed a significant
correlation with UEQ-Pragmatic-Quality and INTUI-Intuitiveness. Finally, significant correlations
between the two user experience measures INTUI and UEQ were obtained, reflecting overlapping
aspects of both concepts. However, it is also interesting that none of the implicit usability measures
are related to UX which, therefore, covers other aspects. The results obtained here emphasize the
importance of user experience in the context of work domains as it includes aspects beyond usability.
Correlations between UX and usability measures should show up independently from the actual
method of interaction. If more data were available, even a meta-analysis would be justified, in order
to gain deeper insights into the relationship between different UX and usability concepts. However,
in order to make sure that the mode of interaction does not influence the correlations, we calculated
a regression for every significant correlation. The mode of interaction was herewith included as an
additional factor. In none of the tests, the mode of interaction explained any additional variance.
6.2. Limitations and Future Work
As described before, product development projects need fast evaluation tools, especially in the
early stages. Therefore, the presented evaluation setup also took economic aspects into account,
resulting in compromises regarding the detail of environmental influences, such as dispensing with
vibrations or a relatively small sample size. Despite these limitations, the findings helped us to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the design proposal for further improvement in the
product development process. Regarding the generalisation of the findings, several aspects of our
research could be improved in future work. First, it has to be kept in mind, that due to the specificity
of the sample, the size was relatively small and analyses were lacking statistical power to add certainty
to the results, e.g., for detecting differences among the groups. Second, we collapsed the groups for
benchmark and correlation analyses. We did so for the following reasons: (a) using solely control pad
or touch display, respectively, mark the extreme variants of interacting with the excavator. Therefore,
we decided to include both modes in the benchmark tests. To validate the results, subsequent research
should include a group where participants can choose the interaction freely. This would also clarify
how people organise their work when allowed to make such choices. (b) Correlations between UX
and usability measures should show up independently from the actual way of interaction, as usability
is considered to be a part of UX [18]. If more data were available, even a meta-analysis would be
justified, thus including different setups, different tasks, and differing HMI concepts, in order to gain
deeper insights into the relationship between the UX and usability measures. Finally, we tested the
device with the execution of singular tasks. Future studies will have to embed tasks in overarching
goals reflecting the rich demands operators are facing when working on a construction site. Besides
more diverse tasks, the performance of other interface functionalities has to be researched in detail,
also covering interaction errors for further insights into the quality of the interface architecture [9].
Supporting the further development of the HMI, additional studies have to concern more complex
and diverse tasks to achieve more generalisable evidence regarding the UUX of different interaction
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modalities. Such tasks should not only cover certain work-related operations but also the switching
of modes and the setup of the advanced assistive functionalities (e.g., virtual walls). Also, crucial
environmental effects like vibrations have to be simulated in this course and interaction errors should
receive more attention.
However, since the tools used and the evaluation setup only allowed a general measurement of
UUX of the whole system, the data gathered is missing detailed relations between UUX and aspects of
the interface and interaction design. We emphasize further research on relations between certain design
features (e.g., interface layout, style of navigation, feedback, design of dialogue-based interaction
(the system just asks for permission to perform certain functions, instead of single selection by the
operator) and specific measures of UUX.
6.3. Conclusions and Hints for Adjusting the HMI Concept
The evaluated interface is designed to allow users to choose their way of interaction with the
machine that best fits their needs. The means of interaction utilising the control pad offers the same
functionality as the touch display. However, in different situations, one or the other might be of greater
ease. In the excavator work situations, there are often heavy vibrations that have the potential to make
reaching movements to touch the display jerky and imprecise. Then, using the control pad on the
joystick might work more precisely than the touch displays. In other situations without intensive
vibrotactile forces, e.g., a work preparation phase, the touch display offers more direct access to the
functionality of the system. Therefore, we interpret the non-significant differences between the groups
in our study as a positive outcome. In normal working conditions, both modes can be freely selected
by the user based on the current conditions. It can be expected that users with increasing experience
develop individual routines and preferences, blending joystick and touch display interactions according
to their needs. Performance, usability and user experience measures in our study, therefore, represent
a rather conservative estimation of the HMIs potential in actual work situations. Regarding the
aforementioned shift in work profiles [2], the evaluated concept introduces a worthy approach to cover
complex tasks.
In summary, the results of the current exploratory study on UUX evaluation for the novel interface
gained insights on different levels of consideration. Concerning the further development, the concurrent
evaluation of usability and user experience allows for systematic improvements. Our results suggest
that perceived attractiveness, pragmatic quality and intuitiveness can also be improved by reducing
overall workload. With (partially) automated machines and the expansion of assisted operating,
necessary operating actions can be reduced. The introduced widget-based complex functionalities are
capable of further reducing necessary actions per task, e.g., by clustering certain interaction chains and
function wise linked operations. Its effects have to be underpinned with empirical data but we expect
these functions to positively address the challenges of introducing new assistive features, in terms of
complexity, transparency and uncertainty [2].
The correlations between time per action and usability and usability with perceived intuitiveness
and pragmatic quality support the claim that the system will promptly respond to inputs and that
the acceleration of goal achievement can have a positive impact on usability and UX. Shortening
the operating tasks (e.g., through preselected actions or combined functions according to common
workflows) and direct feedback on the success of an interaction can help to improve the system. Due to
the hardware, the current state of development of the novel HMI confronts the user with short waiting
times (up to approx. 0.5 s) before the system reacts. Reducing this latency should have a positive
impact on UUX.
Besides professional training, which is always part of enabling workers to operate sophisticated
machines, the implementation of adaptive control assistance and tips as well as paying increased
attention to self-explanatory methods of introducing new operation functionalities, where possible,
can help facilitate adaptation to new ways of operation. As automation will decrease or at least shift
workload, aspects that create meaningful stimulation will become more important [11]. Even though
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the results show potential for increasing the interaction quality, considering the extent of changes
regarding workflows and new functionalities operators face when using this HMI, the findings
are encouraging.
On the level of theoretical considerations, we could confirm that pragmatic aspects of user
experience are strongly related to usability, which by now has not yet been shown in the context of
an industrial application. However, it needs to be kept in mind that the study’s results stem from
a relatively small sample and the repeated execution of singular tasks. Future studies will have to
expand in both directions: larger sample sizes and tasks embedded in overarching goals reflecting the
rich demands operators are facing when working on a construction site.
The participants mostly reported enjoying the use of the HMI concept, but several practical issues
(e.g., efficiency) still need to be overcome. Once more, the study confirms the urge of user inclusion in
product development. In particular, during the course of digitising, the big scale advancements of
systems and user interfaces present uncertainty for many manufacturers in regard to whether a feature
could be integrated. This also hinders the targeted implementation of new digital functionalities and
technological potential. The evaluation setup and tools used in this study have proved a worthy
starting point for quality checking new concepts during development.
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Appendix A. Correlations
Table A1. Spearman’s correlation coefficients (rs) for performance, usability, and UX measures. Note: * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, all N = 17.
Time Per
Task

Actions
Per Task

Time Per
Action

NASA-TLX
(Global
Workload)

Actions per task

0.328

Time per action

0.895 **

0.047

NASA-TLX

0.238

0.506 *

−0.017

SUS

0.367

0.140

0.493 *

−0.412

UEQ
SUS
Attractiveness

Pragmatic
Quality

UEQ

Attractive-ness
Pragmatic Quality
Hedonic Quality

−0.037
−0.183
−0.354

−0.293
−0.118
0.070

−0.177
−0.060
−0.248

−0.681 **
−0.571 *
−0.280

0.443
0.550 *
0.259

0.716 **
0.581 *

0.774 **

INTUI

Intuitive-ness
Effortless-ness
Gut Feeling
Magical Experience
Verbalization

0.207
−0.245
−0.062
−0.047
0.235

−0.059
−0.219
−0.293
−0.033
0.188

0.334
−0.122
0.005
0.020
0.250

−0.526 *
−0.709 **
0.022
−0.084
−0.123

0.619 **
0.259
0.020
0.070
0.221

0.69 1 **
0.729 **
0.026
0.222
0.173

0.523 *
0.646 **
0.043
0.140
0.361

INTUI
Hedonic
Quality

0.349
0.407
−0.101
0.332
0.365

Intuitiveness

Effortlessness

Gut
Feeling

Magical
Experience

0.592 *
−0.240
0.107
0.247

0.033
0.047
0.363

0.333
−0.288

−0.007
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